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l-1ean i ne; to the Field of All Acts 

S 26. Act-based vs. IKlDguage-based Theories of meaning. 

Consider the follol·ling P3,j r of expressions as uttered or understood by someone 

who is i(lllorant of modern European constitutional history: 

(a) 'the queen of England' 

(b) 'the queen of France'. 

The tl;O meanings wbich are involved are identicaJ. in form, each being construc-

ted in the same way from primitive constituents the meanings of which are in 

turn identicaJ. in form. But despite this identity in form on the level of 

(act-)meaning there is clearly an important difference between the two expres-
• 

sions,and thus aJ.so between the two acts, lihen these are considered on the 

level of reference, since there is an object denoted by (a) but not by (b). 

ParaJ.lel distinctions 'on the level of reference I, o£ just this ki nd can be 

distinguished not only for speech acts, and for acts of understanding linguist-

ic expressions, but for every variety of mental act. Associated t1ith each 

'successful' act of perception, for example, is a corresponding act of tun-

successful' quasi-perception or 'hallucination', together >dth a spectrum of 

hierarchically-ordered intervening act~,distinguished as having a greater or 

lesser degree of partial correctness lihen vielied from the point of view of 

corresponding referents (if any). And likewise each successful act of remem-

bering has associated with it - as a mere possibility - a corresponding un-

successful act of quasi-remembering, and aJ.sc a series of intervening part-

iaJ.ly successful acts. Associated ldth each act of true judgment is an act of 

faJ.se judgment, and so on across the whole field of acts. 

I-Ie shaJ.l consider in det:rll an act of perc~ption of the (present) queen of 

hi h tOt' °th England, \'/ C vIe assocJ.E'. e \.lJ. an act of involuntary hallucination of a 
o 

female mOMrch of roughly the S1me age and shape, "ho is given from the same 
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• side', in the same situation, and so on. These two acts have act-mean;ngs 

which are identical in form in a sense quite parallel to the identity of form 

of the linguistic meanings considered above. And the acts differ in a way 

>lhich corresponds precisely to the difference bet\1een the t>lO expressions 

>lhen the latter are viewed on the level of reference: the perceptual act,but 

not the hallucinatory act, being graced by the possession of a referent. Now 

the meaning of the former >Iill coincide, in respect of some of its features, 

not only >lith (a) but ;lith the meaning of anyone of a range of corresponding 

expressions, say I'li th the meaning of : 

(apt) 'the queen of England I'lalking down Constitution Hill', 

(~~) 'the queen of England walking speedily down Constitution Hill', 

(~~¥)'the queen of England walking her dog speedily down Constitution 

)!ill', and so on • 

And $imilarly the meaning of the latter act can be brought into the same kind 

of 'featural coincidence' >lith the meaning of anyone of a given range of 

suitably chosen non-denoting expressions, for example lath any of: 

queen of France 
, ... 

lial Jd ng up the Champs Elysees', (b~) 'the 

(b~'t) 'the queen of France 
, 

>lalking haughtily up the Champs Elysl!ies', 

and so ono 

An interesting question. though one "hich >Ie have not space to consider here. 

has been raised by l'.cIntyre and ,Ioodruff Smith (see their 1971 and 1975) and 

interestingly developed by Hintikka (see his 1975a). This is the question 

\'Ihether or not it is possible to 2.~hieve total featural coincidence by means 

of some (in general highly complex) expression along the given 1 i nes. HcIntyre 

and \,oodruff Smith claim that total featural coincidence is at least in prin-

ciple possible for all acts, and although the examples they give suggest that 

this "auld demand a radical extension of any knOl'ffi langllage, the question 

which they raise contiPnes to have content to the extent that one insists that 

the extensions involved be coherent ones, relative to the types of linguistic 

machinery >lith which they are familiar. The lesson >lhich the given authors 

draw from their argument is that given the expressibility of all noemata, the 

conceptually difficult study of noemata can be supplanted by the (simpler?) 

stUdy of linguistic meanings. On this claim see my (adverse) comments in (A). 
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§ 27. Noematic theories. 

It is possible to determine in a systematic way the parallels which exist 

between the meanings of linguistically carried acts and of, e.g., acts of per

ception. To achieve this end we shall indicate, first of all, the principle 

theses \l/hich were advanced c«;mcerning 1; nguistic meanings in our discussion 

of Fregean semantics in Ch.1. These were: 

(1) a sign or expression mc.y be such that, although it has a sense it 

does not have a referent - both 'the red horse' and 'the blue horse' are meanjng-

fuJ. in a given context even if, in that context, only a blue horse happens to 

be factuall y present or factually existent; 

(2) the sense is not itself the referent of the sign but 'that in 

virtue of I-Ihich the sign refers', or, to take account of cases where the sign 

lacks a referent, 'that in virtue of "rhich the sign is 

Arising out of (2) '<e have 

(3) ill virtue of its ::;ense the sign refers from a pal,tic1l]ar pers-

pective, the referent, if there is one, is given.in a perticular aspect or as-

pects (as a ):lorse, ,as red, etc.), being given from a particular' side' (not 

necessarily in a strictly geographice.l or spatial sense of this term). The 

reference 'is only one-sidedly lighted' by the sense (SuB,27), which means to 

sny that sense does not lead to an 'all-sided knOl'Jledge of the reference' (S&R, 
-' 

86). >Ie might say that the sellse determines the mode of ac~ess I-lhich is appro-. , 

priate to the referent, or at least that it determines, for a given context, 

the boundary conditions on accessibility which would be relevant for that 

context; thus it will in general determine the kind of entity with which \<e 

are dealing, and it will sometimes determine the criterion of identity for 

that entity, 

and (4) senses are 'objective' in that they are identical for all pro-

ficient users of the given language (SuB,27) who find themselves in an identical 

epistemological situation - ,'rhere the identity >rhich is demanded here is much 

stricter than that which would be acceptable to Frege. A crucial part of 

the tmining which leads to proficient use of 8 . term consists in the correc-

tion of those who, as is evidenced by inappropriate use in given epist-
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emologicaJ. contexts, have inadequately grasped the range of senses "hich can 

be associated with the term. 

Now we can recognise immediately that there are corresponding theses 

"hich can be formulated for acts of perception (assuming that 'perception' 

is not interpreted in such a way as to be a ·success'-verb). In expressing - .- .. - . _ ..... 
these theses "Ie shaJ.l make use of the term' noema' which "as introduced by 

Husserl as a technical designation for the sense or meaning of an act accord-

ing to his generalised conception of 'sense'. The theses in question are 

then simply : 

(1') that the perceptual act may he such that,aJ.though it possesses 

a Doema, it lacks a referent; 

(2') that the noema is not itself the referent (object) of the act -

in fact noemata can never be perceived (or'intuited\ see pp. 144f, 147f above) 

at aJ.l - it is rather that in virtue of "mch the act is directed to some 

point in the local perceptual space of the sub j ect in question and the::-eby . 

directed also, if the act is a successful one, to an object "hich occupies 

that point. I"/e then say, in more familiar language, that the act is a percep-

tion of that object. It is a distinguising feature of 'noematic theories' in 

gener<.U. (and here tie must include Freg" , s theory of sense and reference) that 

the noema allot-IS access, in successful cases, to the objects thpmselves,and 

not to ony !representatives' or 'images' of . inL:.ccessible Dil!,Cle an .sich; 

(3') in virtue of the noemll of an act of perception, we perceive the 

object of the act (if there is one) from a particular perspective, from a 

particular' side' ,etc. Thus I1e see a I1hitish-grey patch against the aJ,y a3 

smOke rather tb",n cloud; we see a distant stone structu::-a. as a tower rather 

than as a. backless tower-facade, >Ie 'see' an oasis in the desert (which isn't 

there at all) as paJrn-stre'tm rather than as spruce-stre\iIl, etc.; 

(4') the noema of the act is 'objective' in the sense that it is 

identical for all subjects \iho sr.i:tre the srune 'perceptual framework t ,( a 

notion \'/hich is introduced by analogy \lrith the notion of conceptu.:-u. frsme-

li/ork). Such a framewQrk \'Iould be dependent 1 for exarolple 1 upon the knO\'/-

led"e sh.:u-ed by ",,,;obers of a given community or culture, upon the nature 

I 
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of, say, the colour spectrum within the community, upon the range of arte-

facts of particular kinds with which the culture is familiar, and 50 on. 

Note,however, how' fe\-I are the consequences which \'Ie can draw from thjs tobj-

activity' of perceptual noemata, since the conditions of identity of situat-

ion, of lighting conditions, of attentional attitude, of perceptu.l sux'roWld-

ing5, and so on, 'Ihich would have to be satisfied before perceptual noemata 

would coincide are so rarely satisfied. Again this does not imply that a 

theory of perceptual noemata is impossible, it merely points up the extent 

of thB complexity "hich "ould charact9rise such a theory if it was to explain, 

e.g. how 'Ie come to experience the world as an objectively perceptible world. 

Frege himself was not lma"'are of certain analogies between his sense-

reference theory and aspects of the theory of perception (see SuB ,30) • They 

are analogies which can easily be extended to other fields, for example to 

acts of memory, and to emotional and volitional acts: I desire a ["still 

hot, bro,om, edible, standard-sized,hen's, unopened, three-minuteJ boiled 
, 

egg for breakfast, and each of the bracketed features is an actual or pot-

ential constituent of the full noema of the volitional act in question. 

Bare analogies are insufficient however. The requirement is that such 

analogies should be interpretable in such a "ay that they reveal something 

of the structure which is possesed by 'noe~ata' or 'meanings in general', in 

a way which "ould clarify the basis of the distinction bet"een the cater:;cry 

of meanings-in-general and the category of objects-in-general on which "e 

have placad so much weight. 
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§ 28. Co"ponents of the noema of a simple intentional act. 

The most ; mmediate t ype of aI13.1ysis of noeoata ·,-rhich it is possible to r.wke 

is an analysis of the (hierarchi cal) relat ions r-.:i."?s oet\:/een noemata, of the 

constanta and variables l<hich fonn the cognitive content of noemata and 

thereby determine parti_cular hierarchies, and so on. (See " Ch.1, esp.S 5). But 

such a relational analysis thro"s no light on the (ontological) position OL 

noemata and of their relation to the cognitive acts in lihich they are act-

ua'; sed; indeed the relational analysis is consistent ~d.th a mJrnber of conflic-

ting approaches to the ontology of noematic entities, including, for exanple, 

the approach ",hich l'Iould identify noemata \'lith equivalence classes of acts 

(cf. T'niel,1972, 1'.40), or liith properties of acts (see 825(2) above). In 

order to demonstrate the inadequacy of such approaches it is necessary to 

provide an alternative positive ontological account of noemata which has 

greater e>:planatory pO\;er than have the accounts which they ,",ould yield. 

One ,jay of achieving such an account is to provide a dissection of the noeraa 

into 'co"ponents' , but here it is important to bear im mind that the noe';1a 

e.s such is not a somehO\/ efficient conglomerate of separate or separable 

parts. \-le .:u-e here referrinG to moments which nay be abstracted, conceptuallY, 

fror" the noema itself, l'Ihich is " compact articulated unity, which may even 

admit of more than one distinct dissection into components (correspond1ng to 

the massive complexity whic h is involved in even the s implest a ct of per-

ception or of memory). 

We sholl begin this canponental Ql).alysis by confining our attention to 

,jhat Inc;arden (L',lA,§ 20) calls a 5i",ple intentional act'. Such acts are dist-

inguished by the f act that they 'e:dla· ... st t her:rselves' in the sense that there 

are no pre-established or higher-order simultaneously effected noemata lihich 

bear on the content of the given act.(Cf.p.32 above). And they are distinc:-

uishe d also as being acta "hose referent position is held (or \'Iould be held 

if they I'lere 'successful.') by individual objects of the real "orld (apples, 

tables, people, etc.). Principally these l'Iill be acts of perception and var-

iant acts such as acts of memory, of irllagiDation l of hallucination, even the 
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constituent object-giving acts involved in the reading of linguistic descrip

tion :In. a work of fiction (II' ~ a ne' fspaper report. For a more complete picture 

"hich 'till enable us to deal >lith acts having other categories of entity 

as their referent (for exaJJple ,dth acts of remembering that something-or-, 

other, as "ell a s ,d th acts of reme:nbering him, her, or it) extra refinements -
will have to be introduced in the section (28) "lhich folloHS. 

The major components which \<e can distinguish 134 in simple intentional 

act-noemata of the given type are as fullo\is: 

(1) the noematic sense (noematischer 

the intended~bject'as it is intended in the act (a s der Gesenstand im wie 

seiner B,estimratheiten) (Id,I;p.272). The use of 'object' here is the 'inter

nal " i.e.non-ontological use discussed in A 21 ,(a use which will henceforth . 

always be marked by the use of single quotation marks). Note that the noemat-

ic sense contains as constituents constant and variable determinations pre-

cisely correlated with the set of properties 'Thich the object of the act is 

intended as possessing, it includes actual and potential features correspon-

ding to co-intended aspects of the petting in <lhich the object is intended 

as eYi sting, and so on; . 

(2) the 'filling' of the noema, that is to say those features 

of the intuitive phenomenal content of the act which are reflected on the lev-

el of meaning (see F,lI"11esd,jl ,1969,682 ,and 1974, ilill,B and II,A). This comp-

onent constitutes the difference beh,een the noema of a true act of perception 

of, say, an apple, and that of an act of 'empty' thought (directed to one 

and the same apple). Various partially 'filled' acts can clearly be dist-

inguished between these two extremes (hierarchically ordered, once again). for 

example when I half-remember the given apple as something experienced in the 

distant past, or when I see the apple, but oaly obscurely or from the half-

light of my visual fieldl 

(3) the 'thetic character' or ' moment of existential positinf, ' 

(Setzungsmoment). This is a matter of how the object in the act is posited, 

either as a real object, as an imaGinary object, 03 a co-~re3ent object of 
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perception, as a remembered object, and so on. Thus thetic character is 

a moment of the naoma >lhich depends upon the type of the act involved, as an 

-act of perception, of imagi nation, and so on. ilote t however, that as a com-

ponent of the noem& it cC'onot depend upon the character of the act as success-

ful or non-success ful (unless this itself forms part of the component of the 

act); the noema as such cannot contG.in renectiona of any chure.cters ,.;hich 

pertain solely to the 'level of reference '. 

·Iie aha" nm'l spend some tiIJe considering each of the above in Clore detail~ 

(1) The noematic sense and its fulfilment. 

To come to some more fi~y based idea of the nature of the noematic sense 

of an act and of the "ay in .rhich this com!,onent is distinguished fro:n other 

noematic e.nd non-noematic features of the act He may consider a series of 

simple intentionc~ acts, all being given as directed to the same object from 

the S,,"ne side a..'ld Ilith the same characteristics, but differing in respect of 

their act-character (act-type). Thus '-Ie shal.l assume that there are not only 

acts of perception and of merJory, but also acts of imagination, of involunt-

axy !k11) ucj nation, even acts of reading an appropriately \vorded text. The 

acts differ a.l3o in that some a.re intuitively 'filled l , ,·,hil e otilers ere el!lp-

ty intentions as, for example 1 in the cas e of acts wlhoae content is deternined 

solely on the ba sis of a linguistic description of the object in such a vay 

that all subjectively imported intuitive data is rigi(Uy excluded. 

Nmr, ,.e must ask ourselves, "hat is it l-lhich is COln!;\on to all the acts 7 

Clearly "hat is common cannot be anythi ng having the status of a referent for 

any of the acts; for unless we confine ourselves to 'veridical' acts, of 

perception and of memory, there can be no autonomous referent; and a Holmes-

type intentional referent requires some kind of linguistic structure to 

gnarantee its identical accessibility, but such a structure is absent except 

in the case of acts of language-guided imagino.tion. ,!ha t aU t.he acts do have 

in common hal-rever is an intended referent qua int ended - and it is this 

intended 'referent', as a co~on character eylUbited by all the acts in question 



which we identify as the noematic sense projected by those acts. 

It wil.1 b~ clear froo the above that the noematic sense has something 

of the character of a..."l. abstract entity: as HUBserl puts it, 'Senses are non-

real entities, they are not entities that exist in time' ("Hoema und Sinn", 

p.109, quoted by F,¢'llesdal,1969,p.684).1351.;ost importantly the noematic 

sense - and all the other components of the noema - are radically to be dis-

tinguished from all intuitive phenomenal content which may be possessed by 

the correspondi ng act. FoUO'J.ing Ingarden \"Ie may distinguish this intuitive 

act-content from the intentional act-content, i.e. in Husserlian term

inology from the noematic sense (,lith its filling) of the relevant act.136 

Ingarden points out that the intentional act-content, 

when it appears in its original form ['that is to say in its fun

ction as the intentional content of an act-1,is not e:~erienced 

by the subject nor even somehow given to him, but rather it is 

meant or executed and, in special cases, thought by the ego in 

that the ego lives in e,nd lives through the intention·'ll content. 

(St~d,II/1,197, my emphasis). 

It has been suggested by F.¢'llesdal that the relation between relevant features 

of the temporally determined intuitive act content and the 'abstract' inten-

tional act content is one of token to type, that is to say, the two are 

related as each and every printed or written letter A is related to the ab-

stract entity l<hich is the first letter of the Roman alphabet. (Cf.F,¢'llesdaJ, 

1974,p.99). There is much that is tempti.ng in an analogy of this kind, al-

though it may lie unacceptably close to HusserI's early LU theory of mean; ngs 

as univerSals(related to subjective act-contents as particulars)"hich we have 

already had occasion to criticise above. 137 

Before we can discuss the second component of the noema of a simple int-

entional act, lie must devote our attention to the )d nds of experiential fulfil-

ment - which occur on a level prior to the level of meaning of an act (e.g. 

on the level of gastronomic fulfilment) - to "hich the given component, of 

noematic 'filling', is crucially rel~t"d. The dietinction b ~tween tho 

phenooenal data associated ,·lith au act and \",hich contribute such fulfilment 

• 
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and those properly noematic constituents of the act "hich form the meanjng of 

the act was recognised even by Frege with his distinction between (subjective) 

presentations (Vorste~ungen, ideas) and (objective) thoughts and senses in 

general: ; but Frege erred in r egardj og the crux of the distinction as being 

that bet vteen the intrinsic subjectivity (as he saw it) of ~;;he former ,as oppo3ed 

to the objectivity of the l atter. The distinction rests rather on the presence 

or abs ence of art1cuJ.ation: a pure phenomenal datum (if such vtere obtainable ) 

wouJ.d be absolutely excluded from the level of meaning,in virtue of its being 

absolutely unarticuJ.ated. In contrast a wholly noematic entity (Fp'll.esdal's 

abstract configuration) wouJ.d be empty of all phenomenal data (cf.StEH,II! 1, 

p.197). Normally, houever, there is a give and take bet"een the two levels 

'thich is crucial (e.g. at the level of the phenomenDJ grasp of the printed 

word) to the advance of thought; in this respect Frege "as mistaken to assume 

an "'-==-" bet>Teen the tl'to. · 

The 'empty' configuration "hich is a pure noema becomes fuJ.filled, "hen 

the conscious subject experiences, at the same time as he executes the act, an 

intuitive (phenomenal) content I'thich has its source in a djmension foreign 

to t he act itself, but which is nevertheless tw<en up by the subject in such 

a way that it becomes t he intuitive cont ent of the act. Normally sperudn;; 

the grasping of the given alien intuitive content is something Hhich resuJ. ta 

in t~e presontins of a dete~te object in t he act. (This self-pr esentation 

of an object is indeed \-Ihat the phenO!l~nolog;'st ",eans hy the- ' iUJ.fil ment ' 

of an act). 

Perheps an illustration of the kinds of intentions and fulfilments ,lith 

"hich He are all unthematical) y aeq";,; nted in our everyde::! experience may 

help to clarify matters here. Take, for exa~ple . my thought about an uncle 

(u) whom I am due to meet for the first time tomorrow. It is conceivable that 

my expecta tion i s the resuJ.t of an elaborat e hoax, that there is no uncle u 

and t hus my thoughts are 'purely noe~tic' i n the sense that they l aek a 

referent. lie sha) 1 assume, ho.ever, that my uncle rea)) y exists and thus 

that the noe,:da of my acts are not required to maintaj n 'hj wI in being as an 
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'object' of deception (in the 'internal' non-ontological sense of 'object'). 

Since I have no intuitive experience of my uncle, lie may aSSUI:le that the noe-
1;8 

mata. of cy acts are com?letely unfulfilled. Nonetheless what I know. non-

intuitively, of my uncle tall be carried by the noematic se~s~ which is com-

men to al1 the acts \;hich are effected at any given stage. This noematic sense, 

the uncle-as-intended-by-me, \'Iill be the carrier both of those properties 

HMch are explicitly a scribed to u (I may kno", for exrunple, only that he is 

a domineering one-armed U orliegian), and also of such other properties as are 

merely potentially ascribed (possession of an alimentary tract, of ears, eyes, 

and so on),(Cf.pp.30f above). \ihat is important is that the noematic sens e 

is otherl'lise totally ''bare''; it "ill not be determined, for example, whether 

it is the left or right arm Vlhich is missing; and u will be intended, pot en-

tially, as having eyes of some colour or other, but "hich colour >Till re!1l3i n 

a variable element in the content of the noema. Thus the stock of prop-

erties is insufficient to determine an object "Mch is 'ontologically com-

plete' (see B 48 below) • The noematic sense determines an object at all only 

in virtue of a higher level moment of the acts involved (the noematic 'pole'?), 

a moment lihich determines that my thought is not about this noema , but 

through the noema and onto my !Ulcle himself. It follOl-1S tha t I am never 

aware of the attendant barenes3 as such - although I lilay clearly be aI<Dre of 

my lack of Imo<lledge of my uncle. 

. 
~'lhen the time comeS for my uncle to become experientially present, \'/hether , 

as a voice on a telephone· or as a bald man shcld.ng my hand in an ai rport 

lounge, then the noeeatic sense becomes, at last, tulfilled,the eleeents 

of fulfilment being precisely coordinated to my experience of the person who is 

before me, or "ho is speaking to me on the other end of a telephone Jj ne. 

The dieenoion of intuitive, phenomenal. fulfilment is to a great extent 

independent of the dimension in which properties or features are ascribed, in , 

t he noematic s ense of the act, ~ t he "b j o..-' c t L'I').vo) vcd~ IJ'he f ormer are not n:rt.-

ioulated, meant constituents of the act but 'rDM material' out of "Mch the 

latter may be , to an extent, articulllted. Host inportantly, on the basis 
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of the phenomenal data Ifhich I will experience on shaking bands ,rith my 

uncle, the stock of properties (:features), both actual and potential, bu::.lt 

into my noematic sense w:i.l J clearly t4"ldergo radical changes, hath in 'ctl1antity' 

and in 'quality'. It is these changes which He must now discuss. 

(2) The 'Filling' or Intuitional Sense of a Simple Intentional Act. 

The just mentioned additional features which are contributed to the noematic 

sense, or more precisely, to the concretely evolving sequence of noematic 

senses, involved in a given occasion of phenocena1 or bodily experience of an 

object, together ,rith the original features built into prior noematic senses 

for that object. 'rill no", be intuitively enlivened in a \iay quite alien to 

that "hich "as the case before any experiential contact l<ith the object had 

been made;39To take one exanJple, my original intention of my hitherto unseen 

uncle as having red hair will give way, on the first occasion of our meeting, 

to an intention of bim as having ba; r of this very shade of red. No" whilst 

an ascription of such an en] j venad feature to an object may be accompanied by 

a phenomenal experience of the given shade (taste, smell, etc.) - either 

because the object is visually present or because it is possible for the 

given subject to recreate,in an act of me~o~y,the phenomenal e)~erience of 

that feature - nonetheless the intention of the object as having precisely 

this given feature is something \·:hich may also occur purely on the level o-f: 

meaning. It is the :,:class of such meaning-compo::lents, which are in nor:nl cases 

motivated by and 'backed up' by corresponding phenomena) data, but "hich are 

to a large degr .. e independent of the latter, ,-,hich constitutes tile noematic 

'fillingl of an act. 

0) The Thetic Character or Moment of Existential Positing. 

This third component belongs to the content of the act in a different way 

from those components which belong, respectively, to the phenomena) and to 

the intentional act-content. For it is a com;?onent ,-,hich is contributed by 

and "hich is a reflection of the mode of execution of the act. An act of per

ception, for example, may be carried out in the (natural) mode of unreserved 
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positing of the object which is perceived, that is, in such a \i~ that the 

object of the act is posited as existing. But it may also be carried out in 

such a \iay that the existence of the initial object, say an edible apple, is 

brought into doubt - lihen the red sphere which had been seen froJ:). the distance 

as an apple, begins to take on the appearance of a tocato, - or it may indeed 

be fully cancelled - "hen the apple..,tomato is bitten into and its tomato statU! 

is confirmed. It may also be carried out in such a I-lay that the existence of 

the object is posited in a neutralised way, it is held to exist 'provisionally' 

as it t"/ere, 3S 1;/hen 2. gorgon's head i5 imagined in the clouds above one I s 

h d 
140 ea • 

Closely related to tho .... variations of code of positing, >lbich clearly have 

analogues in other expdriential act-types, for example in acts of memory, are 

other mocents that colour the object or objects experienced in various diff-

erent 'meta-level' 'days. For example, moments of love and hate, of positive 

and negative aesthetic or ethical value, moments of desire and non-desire,and 

so on. Such components are distinguished from first-level cooponents which 

belong either to the phenomenal or to the intentional act-content in that, like 

the moment of existential positing, they are reflections of the mode of exec-
-

ution of the act and not of its content as such. 

A typical noeiOa of a mental act occurring in everyday elqlerience Idll be 

neitaer purely perceptuaJ nor purely concept\,aJ (in the sense of ., i nguistic-

ally expressed or expressible'). It will rather be a multi-dinensionaJ 

configuration, involving volitional and emotional components, as >lell as 

components contributed 'horizonaJJ.y' by the bodily experiences of the subject 

in question.(Cf.Id,I,§ 95). This leads us on to the discussion of noemata not 

only of simple intentional acts but of acts in general, acts which have as their 

'objects' (in the Idde sense of'object-in-general'- perhaps even in the wide3t 

sen3e of 'referent') not only real material objects but also, say, 9tates of 

!3-ffai rs, events, processes, and sometimes other noem:?tic enti tieso 
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\~e may recal 1 our basic three-term ana) ysis of acts "hieh took the following 

form: 

noema of the act "-act- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~referent 
(if any) 

How era we to refine this schema in a way which will a"Qrn; us to distinguish 

the various forms which noemata generally may take? The considerations 

involved may best be :Illustrated if w" continue our renectiona on the 

noemata of simple intentional acts, paying attention now to the axes al.ong 

which such acts may distinguish themselves fran acts in general.. 

The 'object' which is presented in a simple intentional act is in each 

case a real. material thing (a table, a Ihtnish prince, a planet). Paradoxic-

ally, however, there ara romple intenti~nal acts, i.e. acts which have en 

'ohject' of the given tspe,which is yet posited in the act as non-existent. 

for exampla, acts of reference to Tell's crossbow or to Holmes' mserschaum. 

The paradoxi8 resolved by recognising in addition to the constituent which 

we called the of the simple intentional 

act, a further constituent the noematic sense of such an 

act which is oal.led by Ingarden the 'moment of existential characterisation'. 

Thus whilst Tell's crossbow and Holmas' meerschaum are posited as non-exiat-

ent, they are characterised as real material. objects, just as they are cbar-

acteriaed as being made of wood, etc. 

By incorporating this additional moment we can achieve the foJJo\dng schem-

atic representation of the S1 mple intentional, aot in terms of the basis three-

term schema distingtd'shed above: 

act-
'full' act-noema ) 

- - - - - - "-;"'-';"'--'-:---::'---~--'-""'--------:-:-::'-~-:7-:":"--:::-~-- - referent • ., (if any) 
, moment of exist- noematie sense 

I ential positing including: 
moment of existential 

phenomenal I characterisation 
act-content noematic 'filliDg' 
(if any) I 
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The component of existential characterisation did not reveaJ. itself in our 

initial consideration of sj"'ple intentional acts, siDce by definition all such 

acts possess a common cement of existential characterisation: the 'objects' 

I<hich they present are characterised, one aDd all, as reaJ. materiaJ. objects. 

Once this constituent is distinguished however we can begin to see how to 

provide <ill anal ysis of variant types of individual object-giving acts. For 

example, acts of essence intuition are distinguished from simple intentional 

acts by the fact tbat the noematic sense of an eidetic act contai DS an exist-

ential characterisation of its 'object' as ideaJ." where the corresponding moment 
, 

in a perceptual act yields a characterisation of the 'object' given in the act 

as real. Essences too, of course, may be posited as ,non--existent, • e.g. Jon 

acts effected by those who abstain from commitment to essences; or they may 

be posited,as in the present work and in Spiegelberg, 1930, as 

(see pp.50f and 1121 above); 

It seems tbat there are three interrelated axes of ontological variation: 

(i) the e7.istentia' axis, which concerns variations in the code of being 'Ihich 

different entities possess (as real, ideal, quasi-real, quasi-ideaJ., etc.); 

(ii) the formal-ontological axis, which concerns variations of categoriaJ. 

status fr~~ entity to entity (entities are divided into individuaJ. objects, 

properties, states of a ffairs, noematic entities, etc.), 

(iii) the caterial-ontologicaJ. axis, which concerns variations in qualitative , 

constitution of entities (in the widest sense >Ihich is such as to encompass 

the 'matter' not only of real 'material' objects, but also of e.g. mathematic-

al objects, even conseiousness itself. (These three axes gave rise to Ingar-

dem. division of ontology into exi stentjal, foreal and materiaJ. ontology, 

eaoh discipline having its o,m relatively isolated sphere of problema, calling 

forth its own cethode of solution. (See StE'iI,I,§ 9) • 

The existence of these three axes suggests hOI< we can move closer to provid-

ing a completely generaJ. theory of act-noemata, namely by incl-udi ng, besides 

the mocent of existentiaJ. characteriaation in the noematic sense of an act, 

paraJ.lel moments of formal and material 'characterisation'. (Ingarden hi "",elf 

developed a general theory of Jj n5"; st,ic meaning aJ.ong these 11 nes as part of 

the comprehensive phi1 osophy of language >Ihich forms the centraJ. section of 
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his study of The Literary 'dork of Art). 

Our suggestion nml is that an absolutely general analysis of all acts 

might be presented somewhat as follows: 

act- - - - -------
; 

moment of 
existential 
positing phenomenal I 

act-content I 
(if any) 1---:--:---noematic 

t fj 1 J; ngl 

I 
I 
I 

'full' noema 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -• 

noematic sense , 
moment of 
existential 

• 

characterisation 

formal content 

material content 

- - - - - - ).referent 
(if any) • 

. , 
J.ntentionaJ 
directing 
factor 

The phenomenal act-content and the noematic 'filling' (intuitive sense) \ie 

have aJ ready discussed on pp. 179-84 above. '.;e may briefly outline the 

nature of the remaining components here distinguished,as follows: 

(a) The intentional directing factor. A given noema may give a single 'object', 

(a table, my brother's table in Smolensk, Holmes' favourite mahogany table, 

etc.). Or it may present more than one 'object' (all tables, all mahogony 

tables, these t\iO tables, two new tables {;..S in 'my brother in S. .. olensk is 

thinking of buying t"o ne" tables -:/' etc.). I n the former case \'/e say 

that the noematic sense, and in particular its intentional directing factor, 

is single-rayed, in the latter case it is The intentional 

directin3 factor may either by cO'l.stant;( 'cadmium', 'Cicero'. I Ho'.1.roes , 

are aJJ expressions the noemata associated with which have intentionaJ 

di recting factors I1hich are constant). Or Variable; (, the Polish head 

of State'. 'Carnap's whereabouts', 'the population of Germany', 'him' ,etc D ). 

The intentional factor may be actuaJJy directed to some specific object-

region or regionsj('these ~given as co-present-1 apples', 'Baker Street', 

'London', etc.). Or it may be merely potentially directed; ('some ~arb-

i trarily desiredJapples'. 'Hherever he is It' some street or other~). 

Each of the axes of variation so far distinguished have been illustrated, 

in the main, for object-giVing (simple) intentional acts. It is important 
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to note however that the same variations occur also with respect to acts 

of other types, for example to acts of predication. ('Identical ,-lith 

Ingarden', is a single-rayed predicate, i.e .neemata associated ,lith it 

have intentional directing factors ",hich are single-rayed). Similarly 

with regard to the noemata of acts giving ideal objects; ('some number 

or other' is an expression the noemata associated ,-lith >lhich have single-

rayed, variable, merely potentially directed intentional directing factors). 

(b) The moment of existen~al characterisation. 

An object-giving act presents its referent as existing, either really or 

ideally, as actually existing or as imaginary, as non-existent (purely 

intentional), as quasi-real ,as quasi-ideal, etc. 

(c) The formal content. \~e have already encountered a large number of formal-

ontological distinctions in our work; The noema/object distinction is it-

self, >Ie are suggesting, a formal-ontological distinction. And the distinct-

ions amongst objects-in-general bet>leen objects themselves, properties Cof 

objects), properties (of properties, etc.), relations (bet,~en objects),etc., 

states of affairs, events, processes, etc. are all formal-ontological • :cn 

nature. Frege was partially correct in supposing that formal-ontological 
141 

(for him: ontological) distinctions >lere reflected in logic a-grammatical 

distinctions amongc~ the expressions we use in our discourse concerning the 

world. Thus objects are correlated with nouns and noun-phrases Jin general), 

properties are associated (in some highly complex "ay - see 1141 belo,,) with 

predicates (adjectives and adjectival phrases), states of affairs are cor-

related with complete declarative sentences, events and processes are corr-
• 

elated >lith different types of verb and verb-phrase ,and so on. Thus ,"e 

can draw attention to the formal-ontological component of a given neema by 

considering the way in which different parts of speech may be used to 

characterise one and the same situation. F or example, 'he is writing' , 

'what he is writing'. 'that he is writing', 'he writes', 'the writing'. 

all share, in a given context of apPlication,a common material content, but 
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they (or rather the noematic senses associated with them in a: particular pre-

selectedcontext of, say, >Iatching Tolstoy as he >Irites) differ with regard 

to their formal content. In contrast ~he noematic senses associated with 

'the cow', 'the horse', 'the sheep' all possess an identical foroal content 

but differ in regard to their material content • 

.cd) The material content. lie can nO'" see that the material content cor-

responds to the quaUtative constitution of the referent or referents for 

the acts considered precisely as the latter are presented in. those acts. 

It may be possible to explicate this notion in terms of the metaphor of 

possible worlds as follows: Consider the noemata associated with the following 

two expressions, seriously intended: 'my new table', 'the table in the corner' 

which are assumed to have a common real referent (in the actual world). These 

two expressions differ in material content since there are possible worlds 

in which they do not share a common referent. 

(e) The moment of existential position. Finally we can teturn to discuss 

this moment in more detail in the light of our consideration of acts other 

than sL~ple object-giving acts. 'Sherlock Holmes' denotes an object 

that never existed nor will exist, yet which is characterised as real; it 

is ascribed the characteristic of being real. It is not however posited 

as real, except in the untypical circumstance that someone reads a Doyle 

novel as a work of fact. In noma) circumstances th.a ret"e",nt of I say, 

'Jehoshophat T.Holmes' or 'liinston S.Churchill' is posited as really existent 

however. (In such circumstances the moment of existential position coincides 

142 
with the moment of existential characterisation). 

These are brief remarks indeed; for further details the reader is referred 

to the works of Ingarden, especially LWA !lD 15 -24, StEW,II/1, Cbs.VII (for 

the delimitation of the notion of 'form' which is presupposed by the above), 

VIII (for an account of the form of the indiv.i.dual exi!,-i;ential1:t autonomous 

object), XI (for an account of the form of the state of affairs (Sachver

halt).(See also Riska, 1976, and KUng, 1972) • 

• 

----
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1130. Language-carried noemata : actualised meanings and CSJ)()Ili cal. meanings. 

We BKW in 111 bow the task of developing an ontology of meaning-entities ran 
, 

the risk of an U.1egiti mate hypostatisation of meanings. lIypostatisation of 

meanings as 'entities' was, we suggested, nothing more than a legitimate 

reflection of the fact that ontclogy as a science harmlessly demands that its 

subject-matter shall consIst of entities. Hypostatisation is illegitimate, 

however, where it involves the imposition of standards appropriate to one 

~cyna1n of entities - usually the danain of real. indiv:!.dnal objects - upon a 

second 'hypostatised' domain. We shall now argue that a theory of meaning 

according to which meanings, even linguistic meanings, are indiv:!.duated b:r 

wa:y of associated expressions, involves precisel:r such an illegitimate hypost-

atisation. For it involves the imposition of the structure of the domain of 

linp;!rlatic symbola (or wrd-so.md material), which is an ollject dmain, upon 

the domain of Jingu:i:ilticaJJ:r-carried meanings. The latter ought properl;r to 

be indiv:!.duated b:r wa:y of the acts "hich constitute them, However gt'eat w:Il.l ' 

be the complexity of the theory which resul.ts, to be acceptable 'it must be 

able to account for those considerations which have led so many thinkers (and 

not only philosophers) to adopt a language-individuated theorJ of meanings, 

and even, ,at times, to a theory of meaning according to which l1nguistic mean-

ings, senses, are ideal. entities. 

To gain sOllIe measure of the problems which any full theory of' act-indiv:!.d-

uated meanings would have to face, let us reflect that differences in lanp;!,age-

oarl'ied noemats are determined not only by the fact that different language-

users approach the same subject-matter with different backgrounds of pre-acqu:l.r

ed knowledge (both linguistic and extra-Jinp;!tiatic), different beliefs, skills, 

babits, conventigna,etc., but aJso by the fact that they exercise the latter, 

from context to context, with different degrees of intensity of interest, or 

with different degrees of cJ arity and distinctness,and so on, relative to the 

subject-matter whicb is before them. One and the same B1stem of sentences 

(e.g. a poem) ma:r be actnaJ:lsed on one occasion in a fIllfilled WB:Y, ;riel,ding iI. 
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Mfi1led, discuraive system ofmean1 ngs. On another occasion however it 

may be actualiaed emptUy, that is to say: actuaJised through a system of 

empty i.ntentions, resti.ng upon what is merel.y a sequence of acts of advertence 

to the word-sounds or printed or written symbol.s which are i.nvol.ved.(Cf .E'l!L,~ 

If it is not a eingl.e meaning~entity which is associated with a given 

expreeaion but a hierarchically ordered range of such entities, each correl.-

ated with a p08aibl.e context of nse, what beC'cxnes of the fanrlJ1ar assumption 

that it is possibl.e to refer, e.g. to the meaning of a word? The anawer to 

thj,e question has two parts: 

(1) Onl Y certaj n BJntacticaJJ y 00 mple expresoo 00&, that is to say , (some) proper 

naes, cmmon nOlms, adjectives, verbs and adverbs, can properl.y be sajd to 

have a 'meaning' i.n their own right. 143 For such expresa:l.ons the traditional 

modes of speech according to which Hng1l1st1c meanings are, for .. xample, 'fJ.ooked 

up", "forgotten", "remembered", even ''beatowed upon expressiems" (LWA,p.100) , 

are all broadly legit1mate, but only if i.nordinate care i.e taken to reate 

such uses ot 'meaning' to the proper, ontological. uses establisbed above. This 

is because, as we sha)] see, the fact that such expressions have unl que 'l.1ngu1s-

tic mean1ngs'doe .. not impl.y that there is any tmjque meaning-entity which 

is somehow aasociated with every noema of intention of that expression through 

all its contexts of use. 

(2) The power of language to express an infinite variety of thoughts, depends 

not em' y upon the existence of such i.ndi vidual] y mean; ngM expressione, but 

al.so upon the existence of purel.y' fUnctiona]' expressions such as 'and', 

'but' , 'if', etc., and of grammatical. or syntactical. forms at various l.evel.s, 

e.g. the subject-predicate form, the form of the simpl.e command, the narrative 

torm, or the form nf a particular syllogistic argument, and so on, whose rol.e 

is to generate compl.ex mean1ng-'mHies from simpl.e component meanjngso But 
, 

agah, th" effect of such fUnct10TJal el.ements is not fixed from context to 

context: decl.arative sentence-meani.ngs exhibiting a wid" range of differences 

may express themsel.ves on the ballis of one and the same sentence, and even on 

the baei.s of constituent word-mean i ngs which have been actuaJi sed in identical. 

ways. 

, , 
• , 

, , 
! 
• 
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Thus there appears to be an extraordi.nar;r degree of freedom of actual-

iaation, both wi til. regard to those individual maani ngs which can be associated 

with self-subsistent expressions and with regard to the effects of syntactic 

forms in generating complex· meani ng_,mi ties from such individual meani ngs. 

What brings order to this seem;n'gly unbridled licence, the order which is pre-

cisely characteristic of linguistic meaning and which makes of language the 

efficient medium of communication which it is, is the existence of what might 

be called 08Jlm1cal contexts, both for individual expressions and for syntac

tic forms. 144 For the use of l8Jlguage is acqui red in such a Ws:J that each 

expression and each functional operation, is associated with certal n condit-

ions of perfect epistemic adequacy; conditions of maximum seriousness, atten

tiveness, distinctness, etc., of intention of the expression (or form) invol-

ved, and Ccmd1 tiona in which no extraneous factors are brought into p'sy 

!,hich ",ould imply that such an intention was somehow di sturbed by previously 

established higher-level intentions. (For examples, . see p. 32 above). A 

context which meets these conditions for a given expression or syntactic form 

determines, in turn, a for that expression or form. which. 
• 

vill, in general, be un; que.145 ArMigu:ity, in this fr8l:lework, , is definable 

as the possession of more than one correct,serious, distinct. etc.,meaning, 

for a si ngle canon; cal context. 

This implies that the spectra of actusli s ,od meanings associated with given 

expressions have a peculiar 'weighted' structure. One or mora rogions of 

stability are picked out within each such spectrum, and the awareness of these 

stable regions as that to which given actualised noemata will appron mate 

under normal cmdi tions is an awareness ",hicn is possessed by all the members 

~f any s.ufficiently homogeneous ) 1 nguistic commtln1 ty. The existence of a 

') icgtli stic diyj "j.on of labour' (/3 3 above) may now be expressed more precisely 

as follows: each language will possess many expressions whese regions of 

• 

stability wi') consist of meaning-entities which are inaccessible except to 

certa;" specially q1lBli tied members of the associated linguistic community. That 

is to say. only such 'itlal ified members will be equipped to effect acttla) isations 

of the canonical meanings possessed by correspondjng'technic~ expressions. 
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Even then however it will rarely be the case that such 'full' actuaJ1 .... tion. 

wiJ.l be effected; and for sane expressions (inclOO1 ng canplex mean1 ng_,m1 ties 

suoh as whole theOries) ful] actuali satj nns wi]] be incapable of being ef-

fected. ~be canonical meaning may therefore be seen as functioning as a 

horizon of potentiality which is shared by all the actuaJjsed meanings assoc-

iated with the expression in question. What this meana is that, ljke a percep-

tuaJ. horizon, the canonical meanin&/horizon is somethj ng 11hich may, by being 

kept 'at a distance', be Ghared by more than one subject: in this case by 

all the members of a sufficiently homogeneous lin~!istic community. And it 

means also that, again as in the case of a perceptual horizon, the canonical 

meaning/horizOD consists of an area into which we can move, e.g. to obtain 
• 

more fulfj)]ed meanings for the expression in question. This horiaoval 

aspect of canonical meanj nss is revealed in its full force if we consider 

the canonical meanjng associated with a linguistic structure of the order 

of complexity of a whole theory (or expression of a theory, either formally 

or informsl ' y) • Here only partial actualisatioru;, obtaj ned by interioris

ation of the theory involved, and expressed e.g. through app:u.atione of its 

individ\lS) theses, are even concei-vable. But these partial actua'; sations 

gajn their significance from the fact that they are given as actualisations 

theory, which serves as their horizon. 

We may. also represent the canonical meanj ng as having the nature of an 

A stock which would consist, e.e. in the case of a 

common noun such as 'horse' or 'square', of all those charactoristico which 

members of the appropriate species may possess. (See UIA, 1138 and p.30f above). 

Anyone using or understandjng an expression in a given context .dll, in ef

fect, select from the canonical me3n i ng/atock of that expression only those 

constituents which are relevant or dominant for that context. In aome cases 

the selection process will break down l·dth a reco{;l1ition that no elective 

canonical meanj ns can be appropriate for the given context, "hicn wi Jl in 

turn lead to tile conclusion that the author or speaker is appealing, e.g. to 

metaphorical uses of the expression in question. Note that this 'solection' 

process is not something explicit, which forma a recognisable stage in the 

full process of using or understandjng l ,"nguage in a meaningful way; it is 

rather an indelible feature of all such use and understanding, from the very 
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earliest stage. 

Besides this proce3s of selection from tha objective meaning stock vhich 

is a given canonical meani ng however, the use and understandi ng of an expres-

sion (hoNever complex) involve a second proces:3 of precisely 

of concretisation of the given canonical !!leani ng. This occurs in its most 

conspicuous form when alien data are imported by the reader of a li1;erary work 

from his. 6xperience, as part of the process of gaining an understana;rlg of 

its text. For example, I read a novel about a spy who is represented as having, 

say, bro>1!l hai r, and I a]1 ow my phenomena' a\iareness of the colour of the 

jacket of the book to determi ne in a concrete way the precise shade of bro\-/tl 

1:Ihich is involved. Or perhaps I even go so far as to identify myself with 

the spy, and concretise 'Mm' as having a" of the characteristics which I 

possess. Such identification of elements represented in J" r-guistic 3tructures 

of 3" kinds (up to the most abstract level) 1:Iith familiar constituents of 

one' B own perceptua' or conceptual experience is at once more widespread than 

may at first appear, and more integral a part of understanding than any'pure' 

theory of meaning could allow: a grasp of the abstract cannot be achieved 

except on the basis of some form of 'metaphorical' reduction to what is rel-

atively concrete. 

The process of concretisation need not take the form of a deteainatll par

ticularisation in each case ho\<ever. That i,s, it need not involve any 'tran

sparent' reference to a particular feature or object as an instrumental aid 

to the understandinG of a given text. Such concretisations are in fact merely 

limitjng cases of a far more general process. To see this, let US recall. 

that all meaning-entities (including, of course, canonical meanings) are stru-

ctured in such a way that it is possible to distinguish as fused together 

wUhi n them both constant and variable determi nations. Thus, for example, it 

is a constant determination wi.thin the objective meanjng stock of the word 

'table' which implies that objects referred to by means of this term should 

have a fl at top; but the size of the top, and the substance from which it is 

mada are, 1:IithDn certain (constant) limits, variable determinations of the 

given meaning. Ful1y particlIlarising concretisations of the type so far 

considered, involve the removing of all variables from a given term or set 

of terms by means of the (quite special) process of transition from the 

mean1ng as such to its referent. 146 But concretisation will more typically 

involve merely a simple transition within the level of meanings, from one 
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relativel.y abstract canoni cal meaning (involving a large number of variables) 

is a relative~ cOncrete act1Ja] i sed meaning (lower down within the given 

meaning hierarchy), within which the range of variation has been curtailed or 

somehow shifted. Concretisation thereby comes to be seen as the necessary 

complement to the process of 'vertical abstraction' which we considered in 

1116 above: The two processes may be designated respectively as 'downward' and 

'upward' noematic abstraction, and their complementarity suggests that it , 

shouJ.d be possible, at least in principle, to effect eq"all y spontaneous 

movement both up and down any given meaning-hierarchy. It is only the nat-

ural tendency of language to become an ever more efficient means of con"",,,,i c-

ation, such that the worde we use tend to 'do the thinking for us'(Gl,IV), 

which makes upward movement to precisely articulated canonical mellllinge some-

thing which is eo rare~ met with in our everyday . 147 expenence. 

We have seen that there is a network of. nodee of stabil ity dietr:l.buted 

acrose the fabric of noematic entities, in rtrtue of the existance of partic-

uJ.ar canonical meani n.gs which have become associated l'lith the expressions of 

the natural and artificial l.a.nguages >!hich we employ. This skeletal network 

will 148 reUect, to a very high degree, the structure of that fabric as a >!hole. 

This is because 1 angnage plays the crucial role both in organiei ng the tot-

ality of meanings which alread~ exi.st (in the sense of 'have already been 

grasped' ), and in extendi ng thi a totaJi ty by maid ng ever more remote areas 

'meaningfully' accessible. And it can play both these roles not only on the 

(first-order) level of actual concern with the Objects of a particular doopin 

of discourse, but also on the (eecond-order) lovel of logical, grammatical, or 

philosophical investigation of meaning as such. For language is the medium 

in which ';ourthought " , first becomes capable of being reUected upon in a 

systematic way, i.e. in such a way that the results of cognition can be subj-

ected to critic1'" and eventual improvement. We can now see ,more precisel.y 

how the hierarchical skeletons of linguistic expr .. ssicme which we distinguished 

in Ch.1. can be of benefit in the study not only of Jinguistically-carried 

meanings, but of noooata in general: such skeletons capture (some of) the 

structure of the 'stahle regions' in the dcrnain of noemata in general. 

We have appealed above to Ingsrden's distinction (LWA,Ch.4) between 

(i) nominal exoressions. :LI'lcludinll: verbal and adjecti.val e>Cpxeseions. 

, 
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each of which can properly be ""i d to have a single canonical meaning in its awn 

right, a meaning which is associated 'a priori' with its expression in the 

seWle that we understand that expression on each occasion of non-metaphorical 

use as assisned to it, and 

(ii) functional expressions with their associated syntactic forms, 

by means of .. hich complex meaning-unities, especially sentence-meanings, are 

created out of syntactically simple constituents. 

The il:lportance of this distinction lies in the fact that neither CB%)onj cal. 

contexts, nor, in consequence, canonical meaning6, can be associated dir-

ectly with each and every sentence of a given language (much less can they 

be assoeiated with each and every complex of sentences). Thus except in the 

case of sentences such as 'Help!' or 'Mercy!' which take on some of the 

qnalities of individually meaningful expressions, sentences do not have 

CaDonical m..snings associated with them a priOl'i ae do nominal expressions: 

canonical sentence-meanings muat always be created afresh not only on each 

occasion of use (e.g. by an author) but also on each subsequent occasion 

of understanding (by hie readers, etc.). 

For an account of the complex processes involved in actu.'i sing sentence-

meanings and higher order meaning~Jnitiee such as narratives, arguments Bnd 

proofs, the reader is referred once again to the excellent account given by 

Ingarden in LI"A (Ioe.cit.). What has to be made clear is that, whilst the 

actusli sation of a given sentence will involve the actnal isation of each 

of the meanings correlated with its component nominal expressiona , the lat-

ter are not actual1sed one !!l one, i.e. in such a way that they would be some-

how assembled together after they have been grasped. Component meanings are 

determi ned rather in such a we:y that from the start they are fitted to con-

stitute a homogeneous higher-order meaning-entity. That is, they are det-

ermined in such a way that they progressively fjll out the whole which is 

delimited by the syntactical. fOlm of the sentence as this is itself progres-

si vely acttlaH sed by the reader. And uaually, but not always, this actual

ised syntactic form -.rill be found to correspond to the canonical syntactic 

form of the given sentence (its logico-grammatical 1"orm), which serves as a 
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gradually- encroaching horizon through an,. successfUl. actlla11sation of the sen-

teXlCe. Sometimes,( and not least during the readi ng of the present work'll an 

initia]';r amorphous sentence-illtention may prove itself inadequate or inap-

propriate for the full sentence,as its constituent unfold themselves. 

In such cases it is necessary to start again, as it were, and to make a 
, 

spontaneous search through alternative i ni ti al sentence-illtentions which 

may serve to rescue the sentence. When this process of imaglnative variat-

ion on the basis of canonical meanings for the constituent expressions has 

run its course,then ,rovided no grammatical hiatus has been revealed within 

the sentence itself, we are constrai ned to resort to metaphorical (non-canon-

ical) meanings for its constituents, or toa metaphorical reading of the 

fl9Dtactic form of the sentence e.g. by as..,lIDing that whet appears as an asser-

tion is intended as a question, and so on. Perhaps this is the grain of 

truth in c1a1'1s such as those made by Quine (compere n.21 above) to the 

effect that incorrect maaringe as such are 'undiscoverable', ednce we sha]l 

be 'Mable to avoid giving the apeaker ar author the benefit of our doubt. 

But this principle of charity, whi ] st being indi apE'nsable to the proceae of 

understanoing, is nevertheless of purel;r ':imternal' or epistemological 

significance. For the ontology of meanings, as for the ontology of objects, 

it is onl y the • external I poillt of view which is of interest. And just as 

in the ontology of objects it is necessary to distinguish internal posite 

from externally valid objects, so it is necessary in the ontology of mean-

ings to distinguish heuristic meaning-projections associated with given complex 

expressions fro", the canonical meaninge, if any, which those expressions 

would receive ill an;r canonical context which may be established for them l· 

(the latter being somethi ng which is determi ned in a systematic way from 

the canonical contexts associated with each individual component expres-

sian by application of rules determi ned b;r the canoni cal syntectio form of 

the sentence inVOlved).149 
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§31. Canonical. meaning and the ontology of reference. 

B~ way of a transition to the second part of the present work it may be 

useful. if we sketch some of the implications of our notion of canonical con

text,as an explanatory device in the theory of meanings, for the nature of 

non-existent objects of reference. 

Contexts, we can say, are constituted by and thus ontological.~ dependent 

upon more or less systematicsl 1 y ordered networks of acts: wherever two 

or three (or even one) are gathered together, there contexts are constituted. 

What are the implications of this dependence of contexts for the theory of 

the meanings of proper names? It is a trivial. fact, first of al.l, that more 

tban one object (e.g. more than one person) ~ possess the ~ proper name. 

Thus proper names do not detemi ne nni que canoni cal. contexts, we may say, 

except in relation to some neighbourhood of eccessibiJj.ty. In the relative~ 

unproblematic case where the proper name in question is the name of an 

autonomously existent object (e.g. a living human being) or of a higher order 

intentional. object which is intimately bound up with autonomous objects 

which support it (for exampleinthe cases of Georgia,U.S.A and of Georgia,U.S. 

S.B.), then the appropriate neighbourhood will simply be one which contains eitmr 

the given object or a suitable 'part'. Where the object involved does not 

satisfy these conditions, however, as is the ca se, for example, where we are 

deal.ing with historical. figures such as Cicero or Caesar, or with historical. 

higher order objects such as the ottoman Empire, or where we are deal.ing with 

pure non-existents such as Hamlet or Ruritania, then it is a quite different 

!dnd of 'accessibiljty' which detemin~s the canonical contexts of the Dames 

involved, an aocessibility which seems to be analogous not to the perception 

of material. objects but to the quasi-perception of mathematical. objects . 

which .we .achieve .: in our concretisation of mathematical works. It seems that 

we can get very near to an adequate lheor y of the canonical meani nga of . 

names for all such types of intentional objects if we regard canonical con

texts for such names as being determjned by the higher-order Hnguistic struc-

-
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tures in "hich they occur. This is particuJ.arly clear, perhaps, in the case 

of names of mathematical objects: '2~0', for example, bas a quite different 

canonical meaning relative to its appearance in formal set theOries ,dth and 

I<i thout the continuum hypothesis as a constituent axiom. But some of the 

more cruci.3J. issues can be best illustrated by means of fictional names such 

as 'HamJet'. The latter seems to determine two principle canonical contexts, 

namely 

(1) in relation to its occurrence in Shakespeare's play itself, 

and (2) in relation to its occurrence in (second-order) theoretical works 

generated by the play: \1orks of literary criticism, of literary history, and 

so on. As '1e shall see, there are other, variant canonical contexts for 

'HamJet', but these tend to be parasit:ilc (at least under present conditions) 

upon (1) and (2) above, which must therefore be discussed in some datai 1. 

(1). The question: '"hat is the canonical context associated l<ith the mme 

"HamJ et" as it occurs in Shakespeare's play?' is closely related to the 

more general question: '"hat are the conditions for obtaining a correct 

(e.g. aesthetically correct) reading of that play?' The central epistemic 

condi tions involved here seem to be a peen) j!U" combination of poverty and 

plenitude. Poverty, since one must not brL~g to the play certain kinds of 

1m0\1ledge or presupposition ",hich "Olud detract from the unity of the exp-

erience of the pla,y, One must exclude, for example, the 1mO'.lledge (or 

belief) that Hamlet did not exist, or, more triviaJly still, that Danish 

princes of , the era in question did not speak in rhyming couplets. And one 

must ,·Iithhold oneself also from any appeal to the fact that humnn beings, 

even Danish princes, possess, say, aJimentary tracts and oesophagil a canon-

ical context for 'Hamlet' cannot be instantiated by a biologist qua biol-

ogist (and the same applies to practitioners, even amateur practitioners, of 

every positive science, including, say, psychology). SiMiJarlY one cannot 

bring to the play one's beliefs,as professional or amateur theologia~ It 

might seem that it "/ere possible for all of these conditions to be satisfied 

as a resuJ.t of simple ignorance. But this would conflict ,ath the second set 



of conditions, conditione of epistemic adequacy. For it does not 8eem to be 

possible to effect an aesthetically correct concretisation of the play as 

a play unJ.ess one bas a logically prior possession of the knowledge that 

HamJ et et fr~res do not exist. Anyone who cooes to the play with the belief 

that it is an accurnte transcript of actual historical events must thereby 

fail to achieve an adequate concretisation of the play as such, to the 

extent that the meanings which are associated with its singular terms exclude 

the possibility of completion into canonical meanings. Further the demands 

imposed, e.g.by the need to follow the plot of the play, include the condit-

ion that one should recognise that Hamlet is a man, ~lhich implies a further 

'potential' recognition that he possesses an alimentary tract, and so on. 

These demands include also that one be in possession of a knowledge of a 

quite high order concerni ng the nature of intrigue, of jealousy, of suicidal 

passion, and so on, and that one should possess at l.east a rudimentary abU-

ity to weave such qualities as are purportedJ.y possessed by the characters 

of the play in such a way as to reconstit+ its plot in as complete a form 

as possible. (Tais is not to rule out the fact that there are different 

degrees of intensity, of correctness, of maturlty,of one's following through. 

but we must recall that a canonical context for is precisely ~ con-

text in which epistemically perfect conditions prevail.) Part and parcel 

of what it is to understand a work of fiction involves the reader's ahility 

to fill the story in, at various point s, \dth . . 

Far 

sentences that do not occur in the story or logically follow 

from those that do, but ~hich somehow need to be true for the 

story to make full and proper sense. (';foods, 1974,63f). 

The story, just as it stands, presents onl.y enthymeClatic explan-

ation-sketches, the missing 

job to furnish.(..,L0:o;.c.pit.) 

'premisses' of \"hich it is the reader's 
• 

It follows that bare ignorance is j nsufficient to satisfy the epistemic 

poverty-condition expressed above. Rather it must be the case that the 

epistemic poverty of the given context is artifieial'y ~reuted as a result 

of participants deliberately (leaving out of account) the know-

l.edge which they possess, making no appeal to it in their experience of the 
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p:laJ' except in tholS cases where it is needad to 'fill out' the play, when it is 

'knowledge' in only a modified sense, (it undergoes precisely the modification 

which is characteristic of all propositions wbich occur in fictional works 

·themselves,(see n.142 above)l 

f2). No such condition of epistemic poverty is placed upon the canoni cal con

text determined by 'HamJet' as it occurs in theoretical, critical and bistor

ical works concerni ng Shakespeare's play. Indaed such contexts, could they 

ever be acbieved, would have to satisfy the condition that ;>.l.l, relevant know

ledge should be operative within them. Equa)]y they would have to satisfy 

the candition that they rested on no 'active premisses' which were false, 

either to Hamlet 'hi m' -self, to the text as a structure of symbola, to Shak"s

peare, or to the period in wbich Shakespeare lived and worked. These condit

ions reveal in a partic'" arl;r clear fOX1il the extent to which cancm1 cal contexts, 

whilst :being dapendent upon the linguistic machinery, conv .. ntions, interests, 

etc. of the subjects who would constitute them, are nevertheless such that 

their statllB as canonj cal can be established on) y '"xterna]] y'. In th1 s 

respect canonicity for meanings in general corresponds to truth for propos

it:lons: a C8Don:lcal context for a given proposition is one in which that 

proposition is given as true (or false) with fully adequate evidence. 

We can now consider other candidate canonical contexts for 'Hamlet', de

term:lned, for example, by it .. occurrence (as 'Hamlet', 'Amleth' or 'AmlO'&i1) 

in pre-Shakespearean sagas of northern Europe, or by its occurrence in 

particular performances of Shilkespeare' a play and in works of dramatic cri t·, 

icism which the latter generate. In neither case is 'HamJet' such as to denote 

Ha'" et hi mself, (i.e. the Shakespearean character). Indeed in dramatic crit-

iciam 'Ham'et' seems to lose its character as a proper name for a single ob

ject by assunr\ ag the role of a species nam" : 'Irving is surely the Haml et of 

the year!' There are cantexts other than (1) and (2) above in which 'Ham

let' does denote Hamlet b:lmself however I For example,the oontexts generated 

by works such as or. 's 1I0sencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead Dr evell, 

where relevant, ~!!..Q.!!:!l Interest:lng problems 

are raised in any attempt to provide criteria which must be ootisfied by such 

perasite works if referential acoess to the original characters is to be 

preserved. 



ad; the reader· .may perhaps be disposed to doubt that contexts such as the 

:j.ast-mentioned, together with (1) and (2), should be such that the meanings 

>Ihi.ch they determi ne have a common referent, namely Hamlet hi mse~f, the 

Shakespearean character. Fo= the Hamlet of (1) seems to possess a different 

set of properties from the Haml et of (2), the former being a Dani.sh prince, 

being broody, killing his step-father, etc., Whilst the latter is a created 

figment which does not e:cist and therefore, inter ali.a is not e.g. broody. 

(Broodiness is an e:cistence-ents;ling attribute in Cocchiare~a's sensei 

see his 1969, p.33f). What must be recognised is that HamJet, like an 

individual and higher order intentional objects, possessas a doub~e structure ' 

of internal and external properties (see §7.( 2) above). 

E'erhaps the latter may be explained more precisely as fo~ows. We can distin

guish, both for autonomous objects and for intentional. objects, between those 

determinations which inh$re in the objects invo~ved, being red, being a horse, 

being a fictional character, being characterised as broody, etc., and those 

determinations which are pure~y 'relat:lonal I (in the sense that, e.g. being 

caned Winston or Hamlet, being admired by Carnap, being written about in 

the ~ocal. newspaper, etc. are purely re~ational.: Compare Hussarl's distinct

ion between 'physica~' and 'psychical.' relations discussed in § 17.) Here 

we shal~ be interested only in determinations of the former type. What dist

inguishes intentional from autonomous objects is the fact that the former 

possess as it were two layers of such determinations, they are the carriers 

both cf a set of properties (being a fictional character, being created by 

Shakespeare, being psychoanal ysed by Ernest Jones), and of a sat of 

eristies (being broody, etc.). The way in which Hamlet 'possesses' a given 

property is clearly different from the way in which 'he l a given 

characteristic, and it fo~ows that in Any onto~ogicany adequate formul.ation 

of the ~ogic of fiction we should be req1lired to distinguish in a s3ntactic 

way bet' ... een the two different types of possession. Thus we should be able 

to assert, in a non-contradictory way , that Hamlet is both broody and non

broody, that Hamlet is both a real material object and a non-existent object, 

and so on. It is beginning to become clear, I hope, that positive results can 
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be.sotiDed from the philosophical. stu~ of non-enstent objects. In the 

second part of this work we shall attempt to develop some of these results 

ill a syst"Matic wa:! and to demonstrate, in particular, that their val.ue is 

not restricted to the smslJ. corner of phl1 osopb;y which is the philosopb;y of 

literature. Logic itself, as a philosophical discipline, begins to appear 

in a new light when the ful l implications of the ontology of non-enstent 

objects have been absorbed. 


